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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

This technical memorandum contains an analysis of aircraft pilot eye movement 

data obtained by other investigators from flight tests. This reconsidera¬ 

tion of experimental evidence, seme of which is more than twenty years old, 

is motivated by a desire to formulate a mathematical model of pilot eye move¬ 

ments in instrument flight which would be capable of predicting results ob¬ 

tainable with experimental cockpit display arrangements. The memo does not 

present such a model in finished form. That is left for the hopefully near 

future. What the memo does present is a comprehensive account and reanal¬ 

ysis of the data contained in several reports, by different investigators. 

This suggests some features of a useful model which should be compatible 

with (i.e. "explain") all, or nearly all, of these data. 

The second Section of the memo presents a review of key contributions 

to the literature. An attempt is made to interpret the results primarily 

of Fitts' and Senders’ work, and to suggest possible scanning models for the 

pH0*' which explain the observations. 

Pilots' eye fixation frequency measurements are first discussed with 

respect to four possible variables on which they may depend. 

0) display-control loop bandwidth or cross-over frequency, 

(2) pilot-initiated flight maneuvers, 

(3) instrument arrangement, 

(4) the possible redundancy of information on the several 
instruments. 

Pilots' eye fixation dwell times are then discussed with respect to: 

(1) a possible refractory threshold time interval which appears 
in certain experiments and 

(2) the purpose for and type of sampled signal reconstruction 
which may be performed by the pilot. 

Finally, an approximate method suggested by Senders for calculating 

paired-display fixation link values is applied to an instriment low approach 

condition not previously examined by Senders. 
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The third Section suggests some experiments to resolve questions, vali¬ 

date models and fill voids in existing results. 

Appendix A presents the pilot-vehicle analyses which were used for esti¬ 

mates of the "bandwidth" of the displayed information and which are an essen¬ 

tial feature of the discussion in Section II. 

Appendix B shows the calculations for the "link values" which are also 

discussed in Section II. 

Appendices C and D present calculations for the "link values" based on 

preliminary scanning hypotheses discussed in Section II. 
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SECTION II 

REVIEW AND DISTILLATION OF COCKPIT INSTRUMENT SCANNING DATA 

In a series of outstanding experiments conducted from 1949 through 1954, 

Paul Fitts, John Milton, and other members of the Aero Medical Laboratory at 

Wright Field measured pilots' eye fixation frequencies and fixation (dwell) 

times under several instrument flight conditions in a C-45 aircraft, (Ref. l6, 

17, 18, 19, 20, 36, 57*) A standard Air Force instrument panel arrangement 

and an experimental rearrangement of instruments were studied. Figure 1 shows 

the two instrument arrangements. All instruments had moving pointers except 

the directional gyro, which had a moving scale. Fixation frequencies and 

dwell times were recorded individually for the following instruments: cross- 

pointer, airspeed, directional gyro, gyro horizon, altimeter, vertical speed, 

and turn and tank. The array of nine engine instruments was treated as a 

group. Therefore, no records are available for the individual members of the 

engine group. Attention to the wet compass was never recorded, and attention 

to the clock was recorded only in some of the later experiments by Milton with 

l80° timed turns. 

The Air Force experiments recorded measurements during the following 

maneuvers on instruments : instrument low approach, straight and level, level 

turn, climbing and descending turns, straight climb and dive. Further results 

(Ref. 16, 18) with the ground voice-controlled approach and the l80° timed 

turn have not been included in the present analysis, because these maneuvers 

were peculiar to an earlier era and the instrument scanning data seems to 

reflect the special training required for these maneuvers. 

Some still earlier measurements of eye fixations were made by McGehee in 

1944 with Navy pilots. Limited results were presented together with Fitts' 

first report (Ref. 17). McGehee's results have been included in the present 

analysis . 

Finally we have included more recent (1955) small sample eye fixation 

frequency and duration measurements by Watts and Wiltshire in Adcock Standard 

Beam Approaches with a single subject pilot using a Royal Air Force standard 
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blind flying instrument panel. 

We shall now discuss some of the trends in fixation frequency, and 

fixation time, which have been gleaned from Fitts', Watts' and McGehee's 

data. 

A. Fixâtion-Frequency Loop Cross-Over Frequency Relationship 

In order to appreciate that anything new may be accomplished with respect 

to the rather hoary data which is reexamined here, it is necessary to take 

two relatively recent suggestions into account. The first of these is derived 

from information theory and is that the fixation frequency (sampling rate) 

must be at least twice the "bandwidth" of the signal presented on the face 

of the Instrument. (Ref. 1, 57, 63) The second suggestion is that the 

"bandwidth" of the signal displayed and useful to or used by the pilot might 

be estimated by means of pilot-vehicle system analysis. (Ref. 1, 55, 56) 

Furthermore, it is necessary to recognize that what is attempted here 

depends pivotally on theories for and measurements of disturbances in the 

flight environment, all of which postdate the original eye fixation measure¬ 

ments re-examined herein. Thus, not only is the characterization of the 

human pilot founded on Norbert Wiener's cardinal classic on stationary time 

series in 19^-9, but also so is the theory of atmospheric turbulence and the 

characterization of the instrument landing system (ILS) radio noise-like 

components caused by irregularities in the radiation "beam" pattern. 

As has already been mentioned, Appendix A (below) documents the pilot- 

vehicle analyses which were made so as to estimate the bandwidths of the 

signals on the several instruments. These analyses, hov:ever, were somev.hct 

in the nature of bootstrap operations since estimates of fixation frequency 

and dwell time were required in the calculations. It is for this reason that 

the existing data are reviewed first. 

Replotted in Fig. 2 are Fitts' data on eye fixation frequency for each 

instrument on the "standard" C-^5 panel when the task vos to maintain straight 

and level flight. The ordinate is the observei fixation fre uxncy, while 

the abscissa is the estime ted c isplay-oost rol low-pa-.'r fre r.-oney "bandwidth." 
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Since Fitts, et al., published no record of speeds and altitudes in their 

statements of experimental procedure, we have indicated two abscissae which 

determine a range of possible longitudinal control bandwidth frequencies in 

cruising flight, depending on the altitude at which the C-k^ was flown. All 

the instruments used in longitudinal flight control (gyro horizon [pitch], 

altimeter, airspeed, and vertical speed) are plotted at the same value of 

(longitudinal) frequency bandwidth; while the instruments used in lateral 

flight control (directional gyro, gyro horizon [roll] , and turn and bank 

indicator) are ail plotted at the same value of (lateral) frequency bandwidth 

which is, however, different from the one for longitudinal control. (See 

Appendix A.) 

By analogy to an autopilot designed to fly straight and level we might 

imagine that the human pilot could do a competent Job by consulting only the 

gyro horizon, the altimeter and the directional gyro. It is, therefore, in¬ 

teresting to note in Fig. 2 that the observed fixation frequencies for these 

three instruments ure clustered in the vicinity of three or four times the 

calculated loop bandwidth frequencies, (it is, of course, impossible to 

distinguish the fixations on the gyro horizon for the purpose of obtaining 

pitch information from ixations for obtaining roll information. If pitch 

and roll were presented on different instruments, as in some very early German 

panel arrangements, it would appear highly likely that the pitch gyro horizon 

data point would then be superposed on the altimeter data point.) 

In this case, and in others considered in Appendix A, the longitudinal 

characteristic frequency bandwidth, a*, is almost exactly half the phase 

crossover frequency = 0 so that H = 2o^ = 0 and the latter number 

might be taken as an absolute upper limit to the bandwidth of any signal that 

the pilot would be interested in. The lateral characteristic frequency band¬ 

width, on the other hand, nearly matches its loop phase crossover frequency, 

so that 0¾ i _ Q. 

Note in Fig. 2 the lower sampling rates for the airspeed and vertical 

speed instruments, and the very low rate for the turn and bank indicator. 
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The implication is that these instruments are not required for flight control 

in straight and level flight with a "full panel" and are checked only occa¬ 

sionally. Much the same thing is true of the engine instruments, while, in 

this instance, the cross-pointer is not checked at all, which is as it should 

be. 

The data for all routine instrument flight maneuvers including straight 

and level flight, has been plotted in Fig. 3 A and B. The data for instru¬ 

ment low approach appears in Fig. Corresponding graphs of fixation fre¬ 

quency on the experimental panel appear in Fig. 5, 6 A and B, and 7. The 

straight and level data is emphasized in Fig. 2 and 5, because it serves as 

a norm, based on a simple compensatory flight condition, for interpreting 

trends in other flight conditions. 

The abscissa in Fig. k and 7, the characteristic frequency bandwidth, cut, 

requires some qualification in the case of the cross-pointer (XPT) instrument, 

because the display-control loop has a bandpass character with respect to 

radio noise-like disturbances caused by irregularities in the antenna radia¬ 

tion pattern. The lower range of XPT abscissae represents the dominant or 

center frequency of the loop passband, whereas the higher range of abscissae 

is the loop pass bandwidth for an "average" conventional localizer. (Ref. 52.) 

Some Justification for this manner of plotting is suggested by the need for 

smoothed signal reconstruction or filtering, which the pilot may be perform¬ 

ing in the case of these instruments. Since Fitts, et al, published no 

record of the IIS facility, we have employed average conventional localizer 

characteristics because the directional waveguide localizer did not exist in 

19^9. 

Because the roll and pitch presentations on the gyro horizon are insep¬ 

arable in Fitts' data, the abscissae for both pitch and roll loop bandwidth 

frequencies have been plotted, based on the analysis in Appendix A. 

Another set of instruments requiring special treatment is the engine group. 

Pilots are perhaps accustomed to scanning engine instruments with conscious 

application of a threshold-exceedence criterion, and with an equality-matching 

criterion in the case of multi-engine aircraft. We have suggested in Fig. 2, 

3 and 4 that the engine group should be plotted against a threshold exceedence 
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frequency. An example of the calculation of such a frequency was given in 

Ref. 2 on p. 18. Without a history of engine experience on the C-45, it is 

difficult to choose any values for the abscissa coordinate here. However, 

some experimental studies by Senders and Mackworth may be related to engine 

instrument monitoring. 

Subject to the revision in Ref. 2, p. 17, Senders' fixation frequency 

data appears directly applicable to engine, accelerometer, and angle of 

attack-apexer (USN), in a threshold exceedence sense. However, Fitts and 

Milton did not record fixation frequency and dwell time data individually 

on engine instruments, so we cannot verify a threshold exceedence theory 

quantitatively. 

Mackworth, Kaplan and Metlay, Ref. J2 report eye movements recorded during 

vigilance in the laboratory. The task required only discrete signal detection. 

Six subjects watched for 0.5-second duration aperiodic pauses in the slow ro¬ 

tation of a pointer during 3-5 minutes of exposure. Pauses were programmed 

to appear at irregular intervals at two average rates: 7.6/minute for fre¬ 

quent signals and 1.8/minute for infrequent signals. Average fixation fre¬ 

quencies of subjects were between four and nine times the higher of the two 

average signal interruption frequencies. There was a correlation of O.83 

between average fixation frequency and average signal detection frequency. 

There is no obviously unique correlation between fixation frequency and 

loop characteristic frequency bandwidth, in Fig. 2 through 7. One is more 

inclined to assign a constant fixation frequency of about 2.5 radians per 

second to both gyro horizon and directional gyro, from Fig. 3 A and 6 A. The 

lateral closures for the C-45 in Appendix A show that the gyro horizon and 

directional gyro may be plotted near the abscissa of one radian per second 

in Cruise and one-half in approach. The mean fixation frequency for both 

instruments is nearly three times the lateral characteristic frequency band¬ 

width in Cruise. GH mean fixation frequency is over four times the longitu- 

tudinal frequency bandwidth in Cruise. 

In the case of the instrument low approach. Fig. 4 and 7, the sampling 

frequency of the gyro horizon is lower, yet between three and four times its 

characteristic bandwidth. However, since the cross-pointer is known to be 
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sampled most frequently and longest during the approach, the gyro horizon 

may be lower because attention must be given to the cross-pointer and air¬ 

speed indicator to satisfy the precision approach guidance and control re¬ 

quirements. The "average" pilot's attention may be saturated by the signal 

reconstruction demands from the multiplicity of instruments, so that he just 

can't get around the cockpit. The high fixation frequency on the DG in the 

instrument low approach, about five times the loop bandwidth, may include 

some transfer of training from ground-voice-controlled approach procedure 

in which the same pilots were known to be skilled. (Ref. 20.) Indeed, cross 

reference to Fig. 8, for an Adcock Standard Beam Approach (SBA) in an Avro 

652A "Anson" Mkl with RAF instrument panel shows a markedly lower mean fixa¬ 

tion frequency on the DG, about three times loop bandwidth. Although the 

aircraft is quite similar to the C-I+5, the lateral deviation was obtained 

aurally in Morse (A or N) Code and letdown guidance was by pressure alti¬ 

metry between outer and inner marker beacons. Note also that in the British 

tests (Fig. 8) the altimeter was sampled much more frequently than in the 

C-45 tests, obviously,because it was the source of vertical guidance informa¬ 

tion. 

Consider next the airspeed indicator for the straight and level case, 

Fig. 2 and 5. In straight and level flight, the airspeed display-control 

loop is probably purely compensatory. Notice that in both Fig. 2 and 5 the 

airspeed fixation frequency is between one and two times the loop frequency 

bandwidth calculated in Appendix A. In the case of the instrument low ap¬ 

proach the airspeed sampling frequency is more than doubled with the standard 

panel in Fig. 4, over three times the loop frequency bandwidth. The increase 

during approach may be associated with a change in the role of airspeed con¬ 

trol to that of major loop status; or the increase in airspeed sampling 

accompanied by the slight decrease in gyro horizon sampling frequency may 

8h0w â reversion to the "needle-ball-and-airspeed" training for IFR flight 

of a slightly earlier era. The "needle-ball-and-airspeed" rationale is re¬ 

enforced by the airspeed and gyro horizon sampling frequency data for the 

experimental panel in Fig. 7. The experimental panel data was obtained two 

years later (and possibly with a newer generation of pilots) with the airspeed 
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indicator and gyro horizon locations unaltered (Fig. l). Notice that both 

instruments in Fig. 7 exhibit approach fixation frequencies nearly identical 
to those measured in straight and level flight. Fig. 5. Thus we may treat 

Fig. k as exceptional and conclude that airspeed is typically sampled at 

about two times its loop frequency bandwidth in compensatory cases, except 

when airspeed control has major loop status as in approaches. 

The exceptional character of Fig. k approach airspeed fixation frequency 

appears even more dramatically in Fig. 8 for an RAF Adcock Standard Beam 
Approach in an Avro 652A "Anson" Mkl, which is similar to the C-U5. The 

longitudinal closure analysis in Appendix A shows for the C-45 that airspeed 

sampling requires pilot phase lead (or acceleration sampling) at extraordi¬ 

narily low frequencies — lower than that of the open loop phugoid — to off¬ 

set the lag of the average sampling delay. Yet the increase in phugoid damp¬ 

ing ratio and bandwidth are very slight when compared with the concentration 

required to generate low frequency lead at the average airspeed sampling rate. 

Clearly the improvement in phugoid damping ratio and bandwidth for the pilot 

effort is not commensurate with that achievable by gyro horizon (pitch atti¬ 

tude) sampling at comparable average sampling rates. We suggest that the 

pilot population represented in Fig. 4 and the single pilot in Fig. 8 may be 
using an airspeed loop closure as a redundant technique for damping the 

phugoid and increasing phugoid bandwidth. The very high airspeed fixation 

frequency in Fig. 8 is possible because cross-pointer instrument guidance 
was absent, and lateral deviation was received aurally in Morse (A or N) code. 

Consider next the altimeter for straight and level flight and level turns, 

Fig. 2, 3, 5» snd 6. The altimeter is sampled much more frequently than the 

airspeed indicator even though both instruments operate in loops with about 

the same frequency bandwidth. Although we propose a rationale for the 

decrease in altimeter sampling frequency with maneuvers in a following sec¬ 

tion, the high altimeter sampling frequency norm is difficult to explain. 

Penultimately take the vertical speed indicator for straight and level 

flight and level turns. In the standard Air Force panel in Fig. 2 and 3B, 

the vertical speed indicator is sampled at over one f.nd two times the alti¬ 

tude loop frequency bandwidth, respectively. In thj new experimental panel 
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in Fig. 5 and 6b, the vertical speed indicator in straight and level flight, 

and in level turns is sampled at a much higher frequency, between 2 and 2-5 

radians per second, over four and five times the characteristic bandwidth. 

Vertical speed is sampled at nearly the frequency of the gyro horizon and 

directional gyro. This may simply be because the vertical speed is nearly 

between the gyro horizon and directional gyro, as Fig. IX shows. 

Finally consider the turn and bank (needle and ball) indicator. In 

straight and level flight and in straight diving and climbing flight with 

the standard panel, Fig. 2 and 3A, the turn and bank indicator is sampled 

at between 0.1*5 and O.85 radian per second near half the turning loop cross¬ 

over frequency. However on the new panel in Fig. 5 and 6A it is sampled at 

less than 0.1 radian per second except in turns when sampling is near the 

turning loop cross-over frequency. It appears that sampling the turn and 

bank indicator is explained by the "needle-ball-and-airspeed" training 

rationale. It was more important to pilots who flew the standard panel in 

1949 and was not as important to the pilots who flew the experimental panel 

In 1951, except in turns. The turn and bank indicator sampling might be 

modelled by fixation frequency equal to one-half the lateral-directional loop 

frequency bandwidth. One must then conclude in the case of the approach, 

Fig. 1* and 7, that the sampling rate of the turn indicator is actually much 

less than even half the loop cross-over frequency, simply because the indi¬ 

cator information is unimportant in controlling the landing. Appendix A 

shows that yaw damping is essential in the approach flight condition, but 

that the turn and bank indicator sampling rate is far too low to provide 

the bandwidth required. Therefore the pilot may employ vestibular sensing 

of lateral acceleration and yaw rate instead. 

We next consider why certain of the instruments have significantly 

different fixation frequencies, depending on the flight maneuvers. 

—Fixation Frequency-Maneuver Relationship 

There is a distinct influence of the maneuver on fixation frequencies for 

four flight instruments: airspeed, altitude, vertical speed, and turn and 

bank. Maneuver also has a pronounced influence on the fixation frequency 

associated with the engine group. 
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Consider first the airspeed indicator. In both Fig. JB and 6b, that is, 

with both standard and experimental instrument arrangements, the fixation fre¬ 

quency for the airspeed indicator increases in the order of the following 

maneuvers: level turns, climbing and descending turns, and straight 

climb and descent. The additional fixations in these cases may be explained 

by the fact that the pilot knows that these maneuvers will disturb his air 

speed. Another explanation might be associated with increasing mental stress. 

Since the sampling rate, at most, triples the straight and level value, the 

addition of one or more signal paths of higher order than compensatory in 

the pilot's topological model might explain the observation. It is also in¬ 

teresting to find the highest airspeed fixation frequency near 2.5 radians 

per second, the same norm exhibited for the gyro horizon and directional gyro, 

which are normally important instruments. 

Consider next the altimeter in climbing and descending turns, straight 

climbs and descents, the low approach (Fig. 3, 4, 6 and 7.) The fixation 

frequency for the altimeter decreases markedly with climbing and descending 

maneuvers. The compensatory altitude control loop is here open. It has 

probably been replaced by a compensatory vertical speed control loop. Possi¬ 

bly the instructions for the maneuvers were given in terms of airpseed and 

vertical speed rather than change in altitude. It may also be that the 

changes in altitude during the climbs and descents were small, and therefore 

not of paramount concern. Certainly the reduction of altimeter fixation fre¬ 

quency during the instrument low approach is expected because the pressure 

altimeter is not important as a flight control error s«.:.uor. Its function 

is performed by the glideslope displacement needle (cross-pointer) in the 

instrument low approach. However, in Fig. 8, wherein we plot data from an 

RAF Adcock Standard Beam Approach in which letdown is by pressure altimetry 

from outer to inner marker beacon, the altimeter fixation frequency is nearly 

three times the characteristic loop frequency bandwidth. We may expect sim¬ 

ilar attention to altimetry when dealing with the absolute altimeter in 

future studies. 

Fixation frequency for the vertical speed indicator increases with maneu¬ 

vers in the same order as did the airspeed fixation frequency increase 
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(Fig. JB and 6b). Thus one may conclude that the pilot's compensatory ver¬ 

tical speed and airspeed loops are closed to perform the maneuvers again with 

extra sampling for higher order concern. The maximum vertical speed fixation 

frequency in Fig. 6B is 2.8 radians per second. In the case of the instrument 

low approach (Fig. 4 and 7), fixation frequency of the vertical speed indi¬ 

cator drops to a low value near the loop frequency bandwidth, probably be¬ 

cause that instrument is not important to the approach control problem with 

a radio glideslope reference. In contrast, the RAF Standard Beam Approach 

data in Fig. 8 show the mean fixation frequency on vertical speed to be twice 

the ciiaracteristic frequency bandwidth. This instrument evidently played a 

compensatory role as explained by the RAF letdown procedure in Ref. ^>k, viz., 

..."the pilot passes the Outer Marker at 1,000 feet and then descends to 15O 
feet at 6OO feet per minute. This height is maintained until the Inner Marker 

is heard, by which time the runway should be visible..." 

Turning maneuvers increase the fixation frequency on the turn and bank 

indicator. (Figure 3A and ó/..) Climbing turn mean fixation frequency with 

the standard panel in 19^9 is more than double that with the experimental 
panel in 1951• Since the pilots in 19^9 were probably originally trained in 

the needle-ball-and-airspeed school of instrument flight, this result is 

reasonable. Level turn mean fixation frequency, however, is insignificantly 

higher with the standard panel than with the experimental pane. Both exhibit 

a maximum fixation frequency of about 0.8 radian per second, about 0.8 times 

the heading loop frequency bandwidth. 

Finally, the fixation frequency for the engine group increases with turn¬ 

ing, climbing and descending maneuvers, as we found in the case of airspeed 

and vertical speed. Here the pilot knows he must disturb the engines in 

order to perform the maneuvers. Therefore he samples more frequently to look 

for the expected increase in threshold exceedences. The increase in engine 

group fixation frequency is much greater with the standard Air Force panel 

in Fig. 3 than with the new experimental panel in Fig. 6. This is difficult 

to explain because the engine group was identical in both arrangements, as 

Fig. 1 shows. 
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—Fixation Frequency-Instruraent Arrangement Relationship 

One of the most significant results found by Milton and his associates 

Ref. 56, 37 is the effect of instrument arrangement on fixation frequency. 

The most startling example is the cross-pointer indicator, which may be 

compared in Fig. 3 and 6. In all routine instrument flight maneuvers the 

cross-pointer indicator presented no signal. In Fig. 3, with the standard 

Air Force panel, the pilots made no fixations on the cross-pointer indicator, 

probably not only because it displayed no information but also because it was 

located at the extreme left edge of the panel. (Fig. IS.) However, in Fig. 6, 

with the new experimental panel, the pilots fixed on the cross-pointer indi¬ 

cator at about the same rate as on the engine group, even though the cross¬ 

pointer had no signal on it! Evidently this was because the cross-pointer 

was located in the center of the instrument panel, immediately to the left 

of the gyro horizon. (Fig. IX.) 

We have already mentioned another example of the influence of instrument 

arrangement on the fixations of the vertical speed indicator in the experi¬ 

mental panel, Fig. IX. Vertical speed is sampled at almost the frequency for 

the gyro horizon and directional gyro, probably only because the vertical 

• speed indicator is located nearly between the other two. 

One would hope that the subjects were exposed to sufficient pre-record 

training with the new instrument arrangement before the one-minute samples 

of data for publication were taken. There is no assurance of this in the 

statement of procedure. Hence, there may still be some non-stationary effects 

of learning or transfer of training in the data with the new experimental 

panel. 

Since it is unlikely that one would locate an instrument which is most 

often dormant in the center of the instrument panel, the results of these 

experiments serve as a caution that the arrangement chosen may well influence 

the fixation frequencies which might have led to the choice of arrangement 

in the first place, if the arrangement contradicts the following hypotheses: 

(1) locate centrally those instruments having highest 
probability of fixation (Appendix B) 

(2) locate peripherally adjacent those instruments having 

highest link values (Appendix B) with central instruments) 

(3) locate peripherally remote those instruments having 

lowest probability of fixation and/or lowest link values. 
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^—Ration Frequency-Instrument Co-rPlatinn^hip 

There is informational redundancy and correlation among the instruments 

in an aircraft because of the intrinsic dynamic coupling among the several 

degrees of freedom. Pilots have learned this from their training. Now if 

the dynamic characteristics were all the pilot abstracted from the instrumen¬ 

tation, we might expect that he would sample each member of a redundant pair, 

or correlated pair, less often when both are present, compared with the situa¬ 

tion where only one was present. However this does not seem to be entirely 

the way the pilot uses his instrumentation. In the first place he does not 

always have identical information on the correlated instruments. Therefore 

he learns to cross-check between members of a pair of similar or correlated 

instruments. Since cross-checking between members of a pair will usually be 

done on consecutive fixes, the cross-checking may tend to increase the appar¬ 

ent fixation frequency on both members of the pair. Finally, the pilot is 

often interested in the scale or quantitative value of excursions on each 

member of a pair of instruments which may be correlated dynamically. Thus 

he will certainly not decrease fixation frequency on either one when both 

are present, as compared with the case if only one were present. This rea¬ 

soning may explain why most of the fixation frequencies examined in the 

Fig. 2, 5 and 6 are well above the minimum values predicted by sampling- 

and reconstruction theory with and without first derivative sampling. 

The problem of instrument correlation was investigated by Senders in 

Ref. kk. Although Senders had a rather coarse threshold exceedence criterion, 

he found that correlation did not significantly increase or decrease fixation' 

frequency between the pair of correlated instruments relative to fixation fre¬ 

quencies on the same instruments with uncorrelated signals. 

—Summary and Conclusions for Fixation Frequency 

0) The simple theory that fixation frequency should be 

slightly more than twice the bandwidth of the informa¬ 
tion does not hold water. 

(2) The pilot generally fixes on a given instrument much 

more frequently that is required by the bandwidth of 

the signal. A fixation frequency three to four times 
the bandwidth of the signal appears in the case of t^e 
principal flight instruments. 
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(3) In particular maneuvers he will fix even more frequently 

on instruments displaying signals required by instruc¬ 

tions to be nulled, and will fix less frequently on 

instruments displaying inessential information. He will 

also fix more frequently on instruments whose readings 

he expects to be disturbed. A vigilant sampling fre¬ 

quency between 2.5 and 3 radians per second appears for 
the C-45 data, independent of the instrument. 

(4) The partial redundancy of information is not often used 

to decrease the fixation frequency on a particular instru¬ 
ment. 

(5) There is probably an immense transfer of training effect 

from earlier displays and/or doctrines. 

(6) Instruments with inessential or no information may be 

fixated if they are centrally located near or between 
instruments which require attention. 

F. Fixation (dwell) Time Relationships 

Four sources of flight data on fixation time exist. Winblade's, Ref. 53 

results with the X-I5 have already been reported in Ref. 2 on p. 22. Winblade 

found dwell times in the range 0.5 to 0.6 second, for four instruments in the 

X-15. 

A second source is the work of McGehee Ref. 1?, in a Howard NH-1 airplane, 

in 1944, with Navy pilots. Figure 9 shows McGehee's results for each instru¬ 

ment. McGehee's sample runs were 4 minutes long. The proportion of each run 

given to a particular maneuver was not identified. Instead McGehee averaged 

all times for the entire sequence of maneuvers. This tends to reduce the 

variation among the means when compared with the last source, Fitts's data 

on dwell time. The small variation in dwell time with flight experience from 

McGehee's data does not appear to be significant. The dwell times found for 

the four most important instruments by McGehee are in exactly the same range 

found by Winblade. The concentration on the turn and bank and clock in 

McGehee's data reflects the importance of timed turns in the instrument 

flight practices in 1944. 

A third source is the work of Watts and Wiltshire, Ref. 54, in an Avro 

652A "Anson" Mkl with one pilot and Royal Air Force Standard instrument panel. 

Figure 10 shows Watts' results for each instrument from a rather small sample, 
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compared with other sources. Five Adcock Standard Beam Approaches of approxi¬ 

mately one minute time duration each were made on IFR. Data was recorded 

between outer and inner marker beacons. The extreme individual means for 

eech instrument are shown with respect to the grand mean for 5 approaches. 

The grand averages tend to be slightly greater than found by McGehee. The 

unique importance of airspeed and vertical speed in this type of letdown with¬ 

out a true glideslope path reference is apparent from their long mean dwell 

times. 

Finally, we turn again to Fitts' routine IFR data which has been plotted 

in Fig. 11 for the standard U. S. Air Force panel, and Milton's work in Fig. 

12, with the experimental panel. The dwell times have been recorded by 

flight maneuver because Fitts experimented very carefully so as to keep the 

data for each maneuver separate. Instrument low approach dwell times are 

presented for both panel arrangements in Fig. 1J. There is a significant 

dependency on instrument type (i.e., flight or engine) because the engine 

array was treated as a group. Wjt’iin the flight instrument classification 

there is a secondary dependency on importance. Attitude, heading and air¬ 

speed form a "primary" group whose mean dwell time is in the range of 0.56 

to 0.63 second, depending on the maneuver. Altitude, vertical speed and turn 

ane bank form a "secondary" group whose mean dwell time is in the range 0.4 

to 0.45 second, depending on the maneuver. These observations are labelled 

as finely a^ntized mean levels of dwell time in Fig. 11 and 12. With few 

exceptions the lower values of dwell time in each group are associated with 

the fact that the instrument did not have to be read in detail during the 

maneuver or was at a compensatory null value during that maneuver. The 

higher values of dwtU time in each instrument group appear in maneuvers 

where a reading or reconstruction may have been necessary or where that 

instrument deviated from its null value. 

One exception to the above statement is the directional gyro in straight 

and level flight. One would expect the dwell time to be about the same as 

that for other types of straight flight, but it is considerably higher. The 

increase may be attributable to the time spent reading the numerals on the 

instrument and interpolating for the purposes of navigation. A similar 
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exception for the engine group in straight and level flight may be associated 

with fuel management. We suggest that pilots are accustomed to do navigation 

and fuel management and have the time for it in straight and level flight 

and that force of habit is apparent in the results of the short-time experi¬ 

ments. 

In the case of Fig. 11 another comment concerning straight and level 

flight is worthwhile. The grand average of all fixation times is much 

higher in straight and level flight than in the other maneuvers. It appears 

that the pilot has so much time available that he fixes somewhat longer on 

each instrument. When the mean dwell time for each instrument was revised 

downward in proportion to the ratio of grand mean values, the mean for each 

flight instrument exhibited a consistent pattern. 

Some other discrepancies appear in Fig. 12. Vertical speed exhibits an 

unexplainable high and low dwell time in climbing and diving maneuvers, 

respectively, whereas it had a consistent value in both climbs and descents 

with the standard panel. The turn and bank indicator also exhibits a high 

dwell time and a low dwell time during turns, whereas it had a consistent 

dwell time during turns with the standard panel. 

When one considers that the instrument panel must be designed for all 

classes of maneuvers, the dwell time of half a second is probably a suitable 

conclusion for all instruments in the flight group. A dwell time of one 

second appears reasonable for the engine group, since the pilot probably 

looks at paired instruments on each fixation in the case of a twir-engine 

aircraft, such as the C-^5. 

The cross-pointer dwell time is significant. In the instrument low 

approach in Fig. 13, a dwell time of about 0.3 second is probably required 

to smooth the localizer and glideslope noise appearing on the instrument. 

However in Fig. 12, where the cross-pointer was located centrally, yet 

inoperative, a miniravm value of dwell time, quite consistent with a psycho¬ 

logical refractory phase of voluntary ocular response, was observed at about 

0.25 second. This may be the irrevocable fixation time after recognition 

or recall that this instrument was inoperative. 
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We have identified four finely quantized mean levels of dwell time in 
Fig. Ij, the instrument iw approach. That for the cross-pointer at 0.8 

second we have already mentioned. Coincidentally, the engine group monitor 

dwell time is also about 0.8 second. This is about twice the 0.4-second 

dwell time required for monitoring the "secondary" group of flight instru¬ 
ments, viz., altitude, vertical speed and turn and bank. The directional 

gyro (moving scale), from which course was reconstructed, received a dwell 
interval of O.55 second, its mean value in all cases. Finally, the mean 

duration of all other (miscellaneous) fixations was measured at O.19 second, 

slightly lower that the mean threshold for the inoperative cross-pointer. 

There may be another manifestation of the "needle-ball-and-airspeed" 
training rationale in the dwell time data for the gyro horizon, airspeed 

and turn and bank indicator in Fig. 13. On the standard panel in 1949, the 

airspeed sampling technique was one of more frequent shorter fixations com¬ 
pared with the technique on the new experimental panel in 1951 of fewer 

longer fixations. On the standard panel in 1949, the gyro horizon sampling 
technique was one of longer fixations conçared with the technique of the 

experimental panel in 1 31 of shorter fixations at nearly the same frequency. 

Fitts and Milton show in Ref. 16 and 37 that, although the combined fraction 

of time spent on airspeed and horizon was higher on the standard panel in 1949 

than on the experimental panel in 1951, the relative proportion of attention 

---° airsPeed and horizon remained exactly the same in both arrangements 
with very different sampling techniques! Since we have some evidence* that 

more frequent shorter fixations are associated with lead compensation and 

longer fixations with smoothing, the shift in emphasis from airspeed IFR 

training to gyro horizon training during the 1941-1945 war may explain the 
observations. 

Although the turn and bank indicator received a dwell time of about O.35 
second on the standard panel in 1949 during the low approach, the pilots in 

*Clement, W. F., Cardinal Data Reconstruction Theory: A v^thnr» fnv 
gstjmatlns the Effectif Fixation Dy-el! Time on PUnt Samplln-'Ll'v 
System Technology, Inc—orking Facer, to he publisted and Arnendlx A 
of the present paper. *- 
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1951 with the new experimental panel did not even fixate on the turn and 

bank indicator located directly below the gyro horizon as shown in Fig. IX. 

However, some pilots may have perceived it peripherally while apparently 

fixating on the gyro horizon. 

Senders’ (Ref. 44) minimum dwell time is approximately the same as that 

found by Fitts and Milton: 0.4 second. Again there is no need to hypothesize 

Senders' information theory formula to explain dwell time among Fitts', 

McGehee's or Senders' experimental results. This confirms the conclusion 

reached in Ref. 2, on p. 22, after a review of Winblade's X-15 data on 

dwell time. 

Mackworth, Kaplan and Metlay in Ref. 32 also report eye fixation dwell 

times for their laboratory experiments in signal detection vigilance. Cumula¬ 

tive frequency distributions of eye dwell time intervals were obtained during 

3.5 minutes of viewing time. The two subjects with lowest signal detection 

rates (less than 40#) sampled less frequently with most dwell intervals 

between O.5 and 4 seconds. The two subjects with highest detection rates 

(about 60#) sampled more frequently with most dwell intervals between 0.25 

and 1.3 seconds. 

Sheridan (Ref. 49) reports measurements of operator tracking preview 

time interval by J. G. Kriefeldt and M. H. Merel in several forced-pace 

tracking experiments in the laboratory. Minimum smoothed tracking error 

was obtained for preview time intervals between 0.25 second and 0.5 second 

with 0.5 second preferred. Preview times up to 1 second produced little 

inrprovement over O.5 second. The agreement between Sheridan's results and 

the flight test results appears more significant than coincidental. 

Q. Sinimiftry and Conclusions for Dwell Time 

(l) The more coarsely quantized mean levels of dwell time 

shown in Fig. 11 and 12 appear to be a sufficient sum- 

n»ry of Fitts' and Milton's findings. The mean value 

of 0.5 second is termed a "reconstruction" dwell time, 
since it represents an average for all flight instru¬ 

ments. It is also supported by the average of all of 

McGehee's measurements in Fig. 9* 
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(2) The mean value of 1 second is termed a "group-monitor” 

dwell time, since it represents an average for the 

engine group. If we hypothesize paired engine instru¬ 

ment sampling for the twin-engine C-45 on each group 

fixation, we may venture the same value of O.5 second 
for dwell time on each member of the pair. However, 

Fitts and Milton supplied no data to support this 

paired-sampling hypothesis. 

(j) The approach data in Fig. 11 suggest revision of the 

"monitor" dwell time downward to 0.4 second, if atten¬ 

tion to the instruments is not required for flight con¬ 
trol. 

(4) A threshold or refractory interval for dwell time ap¬ 
pears to be in the range 0.2 to O.25 second. There 

may be at least four' reasons for increasing dwell time 

above the threshold: (l) extrapolation and prediction 

for lead compensation; (2) interpolation and extrapo¬ 
lation for reproduction; (3) interpolation and smooth¬ 

ing for filtering or lag compensation; and (4) threshold 

exceedence monitoring. There is evidence that the more 

finely quantized mean levels of dwell time in Fig. 11, 

12 and 13 are nearly integral multiples of the threshold 
or refractory period. An accompanying work* presents an 

analysis of a truncated cardinal reconstruction filter 

acting on the output of a random impulse sampler. The 

results show that dwell time and first derivative recog¬ 

nition do indeed influence the character of the filter in 

a rational way. Further investigation and experiment is 

required to determine whether a correlation exists between 

the pilot lead or lag compensation, introduced in the loop 

closures, and the dwell time observed in various flight 

conditions. 

(5) The results from four sources spanning 20 years of flight 

history in three distinctly different types of aircraft 

suggest that average dwell time on the class of instru¬ 

ments studies may be a physiological property of the 

pilot population — even including the 15 Naval Aviation 
cadets examined by McGehee. 

♦Clement, W. F., Cardinal Data Reconstruction Theory: A Method for 

Estimating the Effect of Fixation Dwell Time on Pilot Sampling Delay, 

Systems Technology, Inc.Working Paper, to be published. 
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g. Display Fixation Link Values 

We have continued estimation of display fixation link values by Senders' 

approximate method in Ref. k6 and 4?, Appendix 5, using only fixation fre¬ 

quencies and fixation times. Figure 14 presents a comparison of calculated 

link values with observed link values, for Fitts' instrument low approach in 

the C-45 with standard Air Force instrument panel. The agreement between the 

approximate calculation and the observation is quite acceptable in the range 

above a link value of 0.1. A by-product of this calculation is an estimator 

of the probability of fixation on each instrument. Thé calculations for this 

instrument low approach example are given in Appendix B to this working paper. 

We conclude that this approximate method of calculating link values is 

quite satisfactory. We shall now apply this method in a weak test of our 

preliminary pilot scanning model hypotheses. 

We have derived in subsection E (above) some conclusions for a pilots' 

eye fixation frequency model based on flight tests in a 0-4? with two instru- 

nent arrangements in daytime under IFR. We have purposely avoided examining 

flight test data with the new experimental instrument arrangement in nighttime 

under IFR (Ref. 16, 3?) because we want to test hypotheses against observa¬ 

tions which did not contribute to the hypotheses. This test is, of necessity, 

weak because the aircraft approach flight condition and display-control loop 

bandwidth frequencies remain the same as for the conditions of derivation. 

The mean fixation frequency hypotheses and mean dwell time hypotheses 

are listed by instrument in Table I for the instrument low approach (ILA). 

Two hypotheses are used for AS and DG. Although the values in parentheses 

match daytime observations somewhat better, the order of results is predicted 

acceptably by the other simpler hypotheses. Calculations are presented in 

Appendices C and D to this working paper. Calculated probabilities of eye 

fixation are compared with observed (Ref. 16, 20 and 37) proportions of time 

spent on each aircraft instrument in Fig. 15 and 16. The observations which 

led to the preliminary hypotheses are shown in Fig. 15 and l6, as well as the 

nighttime data. The GH night fixation frequency is not predicted as well as 

others. 
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TABIE I 

HYPOTHESES FOR PILOTS ' EYE FIXATION FREQUENCIES 
AND DWELL TIMES FOR C-i+5 INSTRUISENT LOW APPROACH 

FLIGHT 
INSTRUMENT 

XPT 

AS 

DG 

GH 

ALT 

TB 

VS 

ENG 

MISC 

MEAN 
FIXATION 
FREQUENCY 
HYPOTHESIS* 

3i% 

3% (2.1¾¾) 

K (5 0¾) 

S) 

0¾ 

0 

0.1 RAD/SEC 

0.1 RAD/SEC 

MEAN DWELL 
TIME 

HYPOTHESIS 
(SECONDS) 

0.8 

•5 

• 5 

•5 

.k 

.k 

.k 

.8 

.2 

ORDER OF 

CONTROL LOOP 

TOPOLOGY 

Major 

Major (and Minor) 

Minor 

Minor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

♦Expressed in terras of low-pass display-control 
bandwidth, except for Eng and Mise groups, 
for AS and DG appear in parentheses. 

loop characteristic frequency 

Improved modified hypotheses 

Refer to Appendices C and D for calculations. 

Calculated eye movement link values between aircraft instruments are 

compared with observed (Ref. l6, 20 and 37) link values in Fig. 17 and 18. 

The symmetric scatter in nighttime observations is not significantly altered 

by the modified AS and DG hypotheses (Fig. 16). The arrows on observed link 

values of 0.02 signify that the observation was recorded as "less than 0.02." 

We now conclude that the preliminary pilot display-scanning hypotheses are 

ready for more critical test in application to a different aircraft. We sug¬ 

gest that the next application be the Boeing 70?, since we find evidence in 

Ref. 30, p. 3, that flight test observations of fixation frequency and dwell 

time may exist for the 707 in Australia. 
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I. Display Arrangement 

We ere searching for a theory which will culminate in prediction and 

validation of the "best" instrument arrangement(s) for an assigned set of 

mission-vehicle-crew requirements. We have here suggested hypotheses which 

relate average ocular fixation frequencies on separate flight instruments 

to the compensatory topology of a low approach. This is but one of many 

^^■"^nches in the structure of a theory. We now add one more branch to 

illustrate the application of hypotheses for arrangement based on the cal¬ 

culated probabilities of f ixation in Fig. 15 or 16 and the calculated paired- 

instrument link values in Appendix C or D. A quantitative definition of a 

sense in which the resulting arrangement is "best" remains as a subject for 

continuing research. 

We conclude in Table II with three instrument arrangement hypotheses 

paraphrased after McGehee and Fitts (Ref. 17, 20). 

TABLE II 

HYPOTHESES FOR DISPLAY ARRANGEMENT 

(1) Locate centrally those instruments having highest probability 

of fixation (McGehee suggested upper center for the single 
most important instrument.) 

(2) Locate peripherally adjacent those instruments having highest 
link values with central instrument(s). (McGehee suggested 

lower center for the next most important instrument.) 

(?) Locate peripherally remote those instruments having lowest 

probability of fixation and/or lowest link values. 

An arrangement based solely on the calculated values for the instrument 

low approach is presented in Fig. 19. Since we would not locate the cross- 

pointer centrally in any other flight condition, the result of Fig. 19 

logically suggests an integration of cross-pointer and gyro horizon or 

directional gyro. Indeed several examples of such combinations have been 

proposed, patented and developed. Reference 66 presents a recent example 

of a bull's-eye adaptation of the cross-pointer in combination with an 

attitude indicator for the C-5A heavy logistics transport. 
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SECTION III 

EXPERIMENTS PROPOSED TO RESOLVE QUESTIONS, 

VALIDATE MODELS OR FILL VOIDS IN EXISTING RESULTS 

The following proposals for experiments have been motivated by the re¬ 

examination and analyses reported in this paper. 

1. Frequency distribution measurements of ocular sampling 
interval and dwell time interval on separate instruments 
in a multiloop control situation —— 

Although apparently a repetition of the same experiments conducted by 

those whose works have just been re-examined here, there are several con¬ 

troversial, weak or missing cornerstones in a theory of display for separate 

instruments which require exploration and erection: 

a. Observed frequency distribution of ocular sampling interval 

to classify probability distributions of sampling interval 

for signal reconstruction and monitoring tasks. 

b. Correlations among effective pilot sampling delay, recon¬ 

struction compensation and parametric statistics for ocular 
sampling interval and dwell time. 

c. A valid theory for determinism or randomness in policies 
for sampling from a multiplicity of displays. 

d. A valid theory for the role of peripheral sampling. 

A sequence of experiments is required with ascending multiplicity of tasks 

to measure changes in effective pilot delay, compensation, and remnant 

among several tasks competing for attention. One possible topology for a 

multiplicity of conpensatory tasks would build a hierarchy of uncorrelated 

"critical" tasks as in the sketch following. 
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il ... N 
(include one aural 

channel such as 

Adcock tone genex'ator) 

Disable switches 
(to force dead 

instrument sampling 

and to build hierarchy 

of tasks ) 

Disturbances 

dM + 1 ... N 
Controlled variables 

C1 ... N 

Uncorrelated Multiple-Task Topology 
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A case with two uncorrelated tasks of matched priority having controlled 

elements with neutrally-stable first order poles has been studied (Ref. 6l), 

and a case with two uncorrelated tasks of unequal priority having controlled 

elements with (unequal) unstable first order poles has been studied (Ref. 62) 

Results in both cases are inconclusive on the question of a relationship 

between effective pilot delay and ocular fixation statistics. 

If each control point be uniquely associated with each unstable element, 

we should be able to use data already accumulated for a single task as repre¬ 

sentative of the continuous no-sampling case. Since a / ß ^ 7 / ... / œ, one 

can give to the pilot" different numbers and combinations of uncorrelated 

controlled elements, measure effective pilot delay, and find a sequence of 

uncorrelated "critical" and subcritical multi-display tasks. 

Since instruments are in fact correlated in varying degrees in an actual 

airplane, a correlated loop structure as in the sketch below may be prefer¬ 

able for a different set of experiments. Attitude, velocity and position 
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control of a V/STOL approach would provide a multiplicity of partially corre¬ 

lated "critical" tasks. 

In either case of task topology it will be preferable to include moni¬ 

toring tasks as well as control taskc. The V/STOL approach example will 

provide inherent monitoring tasks. 

Some of the present doubt regarding determinism or randomness in multi¬ 

display sampling policies may be removed by recording conditional instrument 

fixation link values as well as observed proportions of time spent on each 

instrument. Except for Ref. 5b, which studied only one pilot subject in five 

instrument approaches, prior'experimenters have not published conditional 

instrument fixation link values. There is clear evidence of some determin¬ 

ism in the sampling policies of the single subject in Ref. 5b among primary 

flight control instruments. There is, of course, an implied recognition of 

determinism in all of the work re-examined herein by the discrimination be¬ 

tween instruments which are "monitcred" and instruments from which signals 

are "reconstructed." More detailed subordinate classification of reconstruc¬ 

tion sampling policies is desirable. 

2. Reconstruction Theory and Dwell Time Measurements 

We have alluded to this issue above. The purpose of this set of experi¬ 

ments would be to test at least three distinct reasons for Increasing ocular 

fixation dwell time above a threshold or refractory period: 

(1) extrapolation (prediction or lead) 

(2) smoothing (filtering or lag) 

(3) monitoring for exceedence detection 

Frequency distribution measurements of dwell time are desirable to con¬ 

firm probability distribution(s) for dwell time in each task classification 

above in frequency domain, reason (l) should reduce phase lag of open loop; 

(2) should increase phase lag of open loop. Both involve reconstruction, 

but for different reasons. We should also try to confirm or reject multiple 

ocular refractory period hypothesis for dwell time. 
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The uncorrelated multi-task topology of the first sketch above seems 

preferable. Some (- 00 < cu < 0) stable controlled elements might induce 

smoothing in the presence of external disturbance(s) and noisy reference 

inputs for tasks having equality of priority with "critical" tasks. Stab1 , 

neutral or unstable elements might also induce secondary exceedence detection 

tasks. 

Dwell time measurements are needed on the same signal for the same task 

presented on 

(a) moving pointer instrument, circular or linear 

(b) moving scale instrument, circular or linear and 

(c) either integrated with a different signal. 

Heading, airspeed and pressure altitude are familiar candidates for this. 

In (c) the different signal might be lateral deviation, Mach number, and 

absolute altitude or instantaneous vertical speed, respectively. 

An alternative candidate sequence of instruments is provided by the 

remote attitude director indicator. An inside-to-outside view of roll atti¬ 

tude is always provided by a rotating horizon line. However, pitch attitude 

is alternatively provided by 

(a) moving pointer 

(b) moving horizon background 

and director commands, speed error or vertical deviation error provide 

different integrated signals (c). 

3. Ocular Sampling Interval-Dwell Time - Field 

of View Interactions for Integrated Displays 

This experiment would be addressed to measure fixation field of view as 

a function of display boundaries in multiple tasks requiring 

(1) signal assimilation and reconstruction for control 

(2) monitoring for exceedence detection 

(3) reading alpha-numerics. 

We need to establish bounds and guidelines in organizing a theorv ■f’or 

interactions among fixation frequency, fixation dwell time, and fix .1'on 
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field of view within which peripheral as well as foveal assimilation of sig¬ 

nals can occur. 

Contiguous multiple-bargraph displays would be candidates for (l) and 

(2). Contiguous multiple-"silver dollar" trend instruments would be candi¬ 

dates for (2). Integrated Attitude Director Indicator (ADI) and Horizontal 

Situation Indicator (HSl) or Pictorial Deviation Indicator (PDI) are candi¬ 

dates for (l) and (3). 

A display line-synthesizer or raster-synthesizer will offer candidates 

for (1) within a wide field of view. 

Alpha-numeric caution lights are candidates for (3). Since eye camera ' 

or electro-oculargraph (EOG) will record only center of fixation, it may be 

necessary to use higher frame rates than 8/sec or finer EOG potential quanti¬ 

zation and to supply critical signal and failure detection tasks in order to 

obtain field of view boundaries. 
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APPENDIX A 

ANALYSIS OF DISPLAY-CONTROL LOOP DYNAMICS FOR IKc, 0-^5 

This Appendix presents an analysis of manual control of the C-I15 under 

IFR conditions. The results were used in Section II to correlate the sam¬ 

pling behavior of the pilot with closed-loop control characteristics. Specif¬ 

ically, the pilot's observed instrument sampling rate (fixation frequency) 

was compared with the dominant frequency of the displayed signal (under closed 

loop conditions) calculated in this Appendix. 

In this examination of display-control loop dynamics only the most impor¬ 

tant aspects of the system for instrument flight are considered. Control feel, 

control surface actuator dynamics and instrument dynamics are neglected. In 

the longitudinal case throttle or blade pitch inputs are not considered, al¬ 

though in the landing approach condition they might play a role since the air¬ 

craft is operating near speed for minimum required power. In the lateral case 

rudder inputs are of secondary importance in cruise, but essential in approach. 

The analysis shows that a very lightly damped Dutch roll mode exists at both 

cruise and approach conditions. Dutch roll damping is only slightly increased 

by the aileron closures in cruise. The pilot very likely does use the rudder 

to add Dutch roll damping. Since the Dutch roll lies outside the closed loop 

system bandwidth in cruise, and since the selection of loop gain is not deter¬ 

mined by the Dutch roll resonant peak in this case, the déterminât]o: of the 

precise damping ratio of this mode is unimportant here. In approach, however, 

the Dutch roll is lower in frequency and even more poorly damped to the extent 

that satisfactory aileron closures are impossible without a modicum of yaw 

damping through the rudder. 

A compensatory system topology for this display-control situation is 

shown in the sketch. Those features unimportant to the determination of 

closed loop characteristics are shown with dashed lines. Two conventional 

linear, uncoupled sets of three rigid-body aircraft perturbation equations 

of motion are used. The dimensional stability derivatives are given in 

Table A-I. Two flight conditions are examined: straight and level flirht 

at 5,000 feet altitude (referred to as "Cruise" in this Section) and iov.--]rv ' 
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instrument flight (referred to as "ILA," instrument low approach, in this 

Section). The data for Cruise were taken from Ref. A-1.1 The data for ILA 

were extrapolated from the Cruise data by accounting for the airspeed and 

altitude difference between the flight conditions with the help of Ref. A-'f 

through A-10. 

h^si'rotnc Fi lot Airf, rnm& 

Rolling and yawing moments of inertia were not given in Ref. 1. There¬ 

fore values of rolling and yawing radii of gyration were scaled from values 

for the B-25 and C-l+7 based on span-wise similarity. An average of the 

scaled radii of gyration was employed to compute each moment of inertia for 

the C-45. 

Reference A-7 was used to estimate parasite drag coefficient as 0.02 and 

Oswald's drag efficiency factor as 0.8 for a parabolic drag function. The 

computed lift coefficient for ILA was then used to estimate total drag co¬ 

efficient and nondlmensional partial derivative Cp-, . 
CL 

'See end of Appendix A for References indicated A- 
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Constant throttle propeller Lxade pitch settings were asr,Uriel tc 

maintain approximately constant thrust horsepower in approach, from which 

the airscrew contribution to Xu was estimated directly by partial differen¬ 

tiation. Compressibility effects and trimmed aerodynamic pitching moment 

were assumed zero. 

Static margin and nondimensional partial derivatives Clllô , Cm,. and 

Cfflq were assumed invariant between cruise and approach. Lateral-directional 

nondimensional cross-coupled partial derivatives Cnp and Clr were assumed 

directly proportional to lift coefficient between cruise and approach. 

This is equivalent to neglecting the tail contribution with respect to the ■ 

dominant wing contribution. (Ref. A-8, A-9, A-10.) All other significant 

lateral-directional nondimensional partial derivatives were assumed invariant 

between cruise and approach. 

Results of closures for the Cruise flight conditions have also beer, 

applied to climbing, diving and turning flight conditions in Sectio., II. 

Justification for this may be found in the one-minute time duration of 

instrument maneuvers performed with the performance-limited C-^5. We assume 

path angle and bank angle departures from straight and level flight were 

small. Reference A-11 shows that even large steady path and bank angles 

have a relatively small effect on the perturbation dynamics of the airframe 

estimated for straight and level flight. 

Table A-II gives approximate transfer function characteristics for all 

pertinent input-output quantities. These were derived from the data ir 

Table I, using the information provided by Ref. A-2. The aircraft dya- -.les 

correspond with what one might expect of the C-h-5 except perhaps for the 

near-zero 1/Th! in the ILA condition. This corresponds to operation ne- 

the minimum power required as a function of speed. 
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TABLE A-I 

DIMENSIONAL STABILITY DERIVATIVES FOR C-45 

U0 (fps) 

Pressxare Altitude (ft.) 

Xu 

Zu 

Mu 

Xw 

Zv 

Mw 

Mw 

Mbe 

CRUISE 

220 

5,000 

- .0541 

- .294 

0 

+ .O529 

- 1.44 

- .0677 

0 

- .00472 

0 

- 2.29 

0 

+ 15.0* 

APPROACH 

= i4o 

= 500 

(- .04o8**) - .063 

- .494 

0 

+ . 106 

- 1.08 

- .0462 

0 

- .0055 

0 

- 1.67 

0 

+ 6.97* 

♦Note sign inversion with respect to NACA convention for aft control. 

♦♦This value neglects the airscrew contribution which is probably present in 
the value for cruise. The airscrew contribution in ILA will increase Xu 
(in a negative sense) about 5O percent to - .O63. 
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TABLE A-I (Concluded) 

CRUISE APPROACH 

Yv - .199 - .1^5 

Lß - 9.3^ - 4.33 

Kß + 6.68 + 3.10 

Lp - ^.58 . 3.24 

Np - .0314 _ .0493 

Lr ' + .336 + .527 

Nr - .425 - .31 

^ +7.50* + 3.47* 

N6a 0 0 

Yör 0 0 

I«r 0 0 

NBr - .380 - .176 

Irz =0 ¿0 

*Note sign inversion with respect to NACA convention. 



TABI£ A-II 

C-45 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS 

CRUISE 

A £p 

0)p 

Csp 

^p 

N§e Aq 

1/T01 

wh 
sNôe Ah 

1/Th! 

u 
N6e Au 

1/Tu! 

Integral Scale 

of Isotropic 
Turbulence, L 

Normal Gust 

Bandwidth 

œw 
'g 

.09 

.19 rad/sec 

.56 

4.27 rad/sec 

15*1/sec2 

•04l rad/sec 

I.47 rad/sec 

4750. ft/sec^ 

.011 rad/sec 

- 373. ft/sec4 

1.86 rad/sec 

1000 ft 

.38 red/sec 

Forcing Function 
Decrement in 

Effective Pilot Delay 

ATe(uVg) 

(from Fig. 75, 
Ref. A-4) 

.03 sec 

A-6 

APPROACH 

.07 

.29 rad/sec 

.6 

2.9 rad/sec 

7-1/sec2 

.089 rad/sec 

1.12 rad/sec 

IO57. ft/sec^ 

¿ 0 

- 121. ft/sec^ 

2. rad/sec 

5OO ft 

•5 rad/sec 

.04 sec 



¿¡
ei

' 

TABLE A-Tî (ContinuedJ 

S + XjjZy XwZ: W^'U 
UoMv, 

if Mu = 0, |Mv| « IMq| 

CRUISE approach 

.0104s - .0119s 

(s + .0322) (s + .045) 

(s - 5.O6) (g . 2.78) 

CRUISE 

Zw -1.44 

?h ¿0 

^ • 345 rad/¡ 

(s + 4.61) 

ABROACH 

Zw -I.O8 

?>h 

^ .442 rad/sec 

(s + 3.45) 
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TABLE A-n (Continued) 

A 1/TS 

1/¾ 

Cd 

C» 

«l»5a 

1/Tti 

}/\ 

»^a *y 

5y 
ay 

4r Ar 

'/Tr, 

5r 

0¾. 

Oust Bandwidth 
Rolling (o^, 

estimated f?om Fig. 7. 
Ref. A-3) ’ 

Lateral |avg = j 

Forcing Function Decrement 
in Eifective Pilot Delay 

. At6 (¾) 
(from Fig. 75° Ref. A-i+) 

Are (%) 

CRUISE 

i 0 

4.80 rad/sec 

.075 

2.60 rad/sec 

+ 7.5O l/sec2 

.12 

2.60 rad/sec 

" »235 l/sec^ 

+ 5*7 rad/sec 

-5*5 rad/sec 

1.6 rad/sec 

.38 rad/sec 

.13 sec 

.03 sec 

approach 

S 0 

3«63 rad/sec 

.019 

1.76 rad/sec 

+ 3*1+7 l/sec2 

.129 

1.76 rad/sec2 

- *171 l/sec3 

+ 3*88 rad/sec 

-3*73 rad/sec 

112 ft/sec4 

.08 

1.76 rad/sec 

- .176 

I 

3*24 rad/sec 

.01+5 

•555 rad/sec 

1«7 rad/sec 

•5 rad/sec 

.14 sec 

.04 sec 
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TABLE A-II (Concluded) 

« 
% i - ïv 

í [s • (Nr • % ^)] 
if Iß - Yvßl « I- + 

uO 

CRUISE 

YvLß/Nß - .278 

(s + .185) 

APPROACH 

- .202 

(s - .066) 

N, 
* . 
ft ’g [S ‘ (1^ ■ ^ Np)] if IP - Yvßl « I- * + 

CRUISE 

- Yv + .199 

(s + 4.6) 

APPROACH 

+ .145 

(s + 5.28) 

8N?g ¿ Uo 1 + Yv (½ - ^ Np)] if Iß - Yvß| « I- ^ $ + 

V 8¾ 

8^g = -^ 

g 

T , $ 

* % "pg 

CRUISE 

I.925 

4.6 

.674 

APPROACH 

1.475 

3.28 

.755 

.¾ i UosnJg i48 106 
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The Simple Pilot Model 

It Is not our present purpose to validate or even to annunciate a partic¬ 

ular model of the pilot which accurately describes his sampling behavior. 

This is one objective of the entire program of which this work is only a 

part. However, it is necessary to account in some gross way for the pilot's 

sampling behavior in the present analysis. Otherwise the results and their 

application in Section U will not be realistic. 

A model to account for the gross nature of sampling is developed in the 

following simple way. A pure delay due to sampling is postulated. It is 

associated with a given instrument and is a function of the mean sampling ' 

period, Tg and the mean dwell time, T¿ 

ÄT( INST) 

Consider first the limiting case when the dwell time is zero (negligible 

with respect to the sampling period). We assume that the pilot acts as 

a zero order hold which can be represented approximately by a pure delay 

of Tg/2 seconds.* Then, 

At(INST) °) = “jf 

Consider next the limiting case when the dwell time is equal to the sampling 

period. This is the continuous attention case. In effect there is no "off 

time" and, of course, it is logical to set the sampling delay equal to zero. 

. l forgotten) : 
_ - —so assume that 
(forgotten). The only un¬ 

zero-order hold whose trans- 
biased intersample reconstruction filter is the 
fer function is 
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At(INST) (Ts, Td) = O 

It is now assumed that for dwell times intermediate between zero and the full 

sampling period the sampling delay decreases linearly with increasing dwell 

time 

At(INST) = “ estant 

The function which has these characteristics is 

a_. Ts - Td Ts ,, \ 

At(INST) = 2 T ( ' 

where tj = Td/Ts. 

Applying this formula, for instance, to the gyro horizon during straight and 

level flight, we find: 

Ts = 2.6 seconds 

Td = .55 seconds 

^(GH) = ~—p 0:> = 1-03 seconds. 

In addition to this sampling delay a component is added to account for 

the basic pilot neuromuscular lag which obtains when he continuously monitors 

and controls a signal. The case of continuous compensatory control has teen 

the subject of both analytical and experimental research for many years, and 

there are rules for selecting pilot characteristics, including his reaction 

time delay (Ref. A-4). The symbol 1:(0^, Yc) is used to denote the basic 

pilot delay where u* represents the input signal bandwidth and Yc indicates 

the nature of the controlled element. For instance, a typical situation 

might be one in which t(o^, Yc) = .20 corresponding approximately to 

0¾ = 2.0 radians/second and Yc = i/s. In general 0¾ and Yc must be esti¬ 

mated. They are taken here to be the isotropic gust disturbance input break 
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frequency and the approximate nature of the appropriate airframe transfer 

function near 0¾. In the closure of the pitch angle-to-elevator loop in 

straight and level flight t(cdí, Yc) is estimated to be .33 seconds. For 

this closure the total pilot delay is 

Tg = t(o>í, Yc) + Atqjj = .33+ 1 «03 = 1.36 secs 

The increment in t due to sampling is in all cases a large fraction of 

the total t. Thus the t's are very much larger than those one is accustomed 

to finding in the case of continuous monitoring of an instrument. 

Table A-III gives the sampling rates, dwell times and computed sampling 

delay times for five instruments. The airspeed indicator and the vertical 

speed indicator are included to show the larger sampling delay times associ¬ 

ated with these instruments which are of secondary importance to control. 

TABLE A-III PILOT SAMPLING BEHAVIOR 

ILA 

Sampling 
Parameters GH 

afc(rps) 

Ts(sec) 

Td(sec) 

1.8 

3.5 

•55 

INST) (sec) 1.47 

INSTRUMENTS 

AS XPT VS 

1.6 3.1 .37 

3.9 2.0 I7.O 

.38 .86 .39 

1.76 .37 8.3 

DG 

2.8 

2.25 

• 55 

Dominant instruments are indicated by short sampling delays w.iich have been 
underlined for emphasis. 
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Note that as shown in Table A-III reaffirms the dominance of 

those instruments thought to be of primary importance in control. It is 

interesting to note that, in the ILA the airspeed indicator, AS, has a 

moderate sampling delay associated with it. This is not surprising in view 

of the fact that this aircraft, in the landing approach, is near the speed 

for minimum power required. A piloting technique known to be successful in 

this case, (See, e.g., Ref. A-5), is the closing of an airspeed-to-throttle 

loop. Although we are not sure that this compensatory loop was closed in 

flight tests, if it were it would explain the moderate fixation frequency 

associated with the airspeed indicator. There may also be another explana¬ 

tion for the attention given to airspeed in the ILA. An airspeed-to-elevator 

closure is an alternative method (to pitch attitude-to-elevator) for damping 

the phugoid, although extraordinarily low frequency pilot lead is required in 

the airspeed-to-elevator closure, because the fixation frequency is not suffi¬ 

ciently high as our subsequent analysis will show. 

The effective pilot delays for the loop closures examined are summarized 

in Table A-IV. 

TABLE A-IV 

EFFECTIVE PILOT TIME DELAYS FOR C-45 

CRUISE INSTRUMENT -» CONTROL LOOP 

Pilot Time Delay (sec) 0 ->. 5e h -» 6e * ->6a \|r -» 6a 

T0 (Yc) 
- At6 (a*) 

+ at(inst) 

• 56 

- .03 

+ 1.03 

.56 

- .03 

+ 1.86 

.36 

- .13 

+ 1.03 

.36 

- .13 

+ .73 

Te(sec) 1.36 2.19 1.26 0.98 
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TABLE A-IV (Concluded) 

ILA INSTRUMENT -> CONTROL LOOP 

Pilot Time Delay (sec) u -> 6e 0 -&e h -» 5e * 6a i|f -» Ba y -♦ 8a 

T0 (Yc) 

- ATe (¾) 

+ At(INST) 

• 56 

-.04 

+1.79 

.56 

-.04 

+1.47 

.36 

-.04 

+ .57 

.36 

-.14 

+1.47 

.36 

-.14 

+ .85 

.36 

-.04 

+ .57 

Te(sec) 2.11 1.79 .89 1.69 I.07 .89 

Longitudinal Control 

Figure A-l illustrates the simplified continuous equivalent topology and 

and symbology used in parallel loop closures for elevator longitudinal con¬ 

trol. 

The u -» &e closure is significant only in ILA. Figures A-2 and A-3 show 

the results. The appropriate pilot model for this closure requires low fre¬ 

quency phase lead: 

YPu > 

even when continuous attention is given to airspeed control, if the pilot is 

to increase phugoid damping ratio as well as bandwidth. (Cf. Ref. A-6.) 

Alternatively we rar y speak of the phase lead as acceleration-recognition 

above a frequency l/T^. Now in the sampled attention case which we treat, 

the average airspeed fixation frequency is sufficiently low that the phase 

lead is significantly compromised. Two lead break frequencies have been 

shown: = an^ 0.29 rad/sec. Notice how low in frequency the phase 

lead (or acceleration-recognition) must occur even to increase phugoid damp¬ 

ing and bandwidth slightly. 

The exponential form itself is used for the large effective pilot reac¬ 

tion time delay, although a second order Fade approxiraant is acceptable for 
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the phugoid mode. Both closures are satisfied with 1+0 degrees phase margin 

by the same gain. The results demonstrate the importance of increasing fixa¬ 

tion frequency to render the pilot lead effective. The delicate trade-off 

between fixation and acceleration-recognition frequencies appears consistent 

with the stress concentration of "needle-ball-and-airspeed" instrument tech¬ 

nique prior to the universal acceptance of the gyro horizon, closures for 

which are studied next. Since the airspeed closures alter the phugoid so 

slightly, we shall proceed with pitch attitude closures from the character¬ 

istic modes of the open loop aircraft. 

Figures A-4 and A-5 show the 0 -» 5e closures for Cruise and ILA. The 

appropriate pilot model for this closure has the form 

At both flight conditions the phugoid is well damped by the closure as shown 

by the root loci. The exponential form itself is used for the large effec¬ 

tive pilot reaction time delay, because first and second order Fade approxi¬ 

mations are inaccurate and introduce improper poles in the characteristic 

determinant of the attitude loop closures. The criteria upon which the loop 

gain is selected is a gain margin of 6db for the Cruise condition and a gain 

margin of 5 db for the ILA condition. Increasing Xu about fifty percent in 

the ILA to account for the airscrew contribution produces negligible effect 

on the chosen closed-loop poles. The effect of an increase in 1/T01 from 

O.O89 to 0.1 radian/second tends to counterbalance the effect of an increase 

in the phugoid damping ratio from 0.0? to 0.11. Since |z„| » |xu|, 1/Te 

is relatively unaltered by inclusion of the airscrew contribution to Xu. 

Notice how much more effective is 0 - 6e in damping the phugoid and in 

increasing its bandwidth than was u -+5e with phase lead. There are two 

significant reasons : 

(1) the smaller aircraft numerator zero 1 /Tfl provides 
inherent phugoid phase lead and 



(2) the aircraft numerator zero l/T^ (whose modulus is less 

than 11 /TU11) provides inherent sampling phase lead. In 

fact, there is a remarkable correspo idence between |2/Tg| 

and (l/Tg^j in both flight conditions. This suggests a 

simple rational hypothesis for making an initial estimate 

of pitch attitude fixation frequency, viz.: 

^(GH) 
2« ¿ Ü - n) K 

Ts(gh) At(gh) 

where tj = 
Td 

but At(gh) = x0 - x(a^, Yc) = 2T02 - t(cüí, Yc) 

therefore 

Figttres A-6 and A-7 show the h -» Be closure. The airscrew contribution 

in Xu changes 1/¾^ from < 0 to > 0. Therefore l/Th-j has been chosen ¿ 0 in 

ILA. The pilot model chosen for this closure is 

e 
-ThS 

Again the exponential itself is used for the large different pilot reaction 

time delay, because it is more accurate and simpler than collecting a multi¬ 

tude of poles and zeros. The pilot phase lead is required to compensate for 

the phase lag contributed by the time delay in Cruise. In ILA the pilot 

phase lead break frequency has been doubled, because the large dwell time 

on the cross-pointer reduces the effective sampling delay in the altitude 

closure. The phugoid roots again become complex but their damping and 

natural frequency are both much higher than in the open loop aircraft. 

Primed notation is used to indicate closed loop values. The closure cri¬ 

terion is again the achievement of about 6 db of gain margin for both flight 

conditions. However, the gain margin has been left at about 10 db in ILA, 

because the short period damping ratio will be higher, the phugoid damping 

will be relatively insensitive to gain, and the phugoid frequency will be 
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more than twice the gust bandwidth anyway. The closed loop asymptotic char¬ 

acteristics given in Fig. A-6 and A-7 indicate that the system bandwidths 

exceed the vertical gust break frequency for both flight conditions. This 

marks each closed loop system as a relatively good one from the viewpoints of 

gust suppression and altitude-hold accuracy. 

Lateral-Directional Control 

The lateral-directional closures for Cruise are shown in Fig. A-8 through 

A-12. Figure A-8 defines the parallel loops. Figures A-9 and A-10 show the 

minor loop closure ($ -» 5a). The pilot model chosen is 

where = 2*° rad/sec 

&nd = I.17 sec 

The reaction time delay is retained in exponential form to insure accuracy 

up to the rolling subsidence inverse time constant frequency, l/^R- 

The pilot phase lead is required to compensate for the phase lag con¬ 

tributed by the pilot's delay. A greater lead time constant than that 

actually used, T^ = .5 sec, depresses the roll-spiral bandwidth and results 

in a poor heading closure. The value selected is thought to be near the 

optimum. Notice that the pilot's delay causes the rolling subsidence mode 

to become a damped (and eventually unstable) oscillatory mode, denoted by 

|5V “'si- 

Figures A-11 and A-12 show the heading closure \|r -* 6a with the bank angle 

closure as an inner loop. Again pilot lead is required, but because of the" 

Dutch roll resonant peak only a modest amount of lead is possible. The 

closed loop system bandwidth is on the order of 1 radian per second. Since 

the pilot can easily damp the Dutch roll with a rudder closure, the pilot 

lead time constant T’^ may be increased from .33 to .5 sec in these 
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circumstances. Then the closed-loop heading control bandwidth will be lim¬ 

ited only by the roll attitude control bandwidth, which is somewhat low for 

rolling gust suppression. 

The bandwidth of the rolling gust input to the aircraft at the Cruise 

condition is estimated to be 1.6 radians per second from Ref. A-J. Even if 

the pilot could devote full attention to lateral control it is doubtful that 

the resulting pilot-vehicle bandwidth could be extended to 2 radians per 

second. Certainly the pilot cannot devote full attention to lateral control 

when other flight tasks consume 60-70 percent of his time. Consequently the 

pilot regresses; that is, he reduces the system bandwidth and accepts larger 

errors. In return he can spend more time performing other flight tasks. 

Since the transfer function from roll rate gusts to the heading angle 

response contains an integration, the DG displays only the average (or low 

frequency components) of the gust input. The gyro horizon displays the 

complete error spectrum. However the bandwidth for rolling gust inputs has 

been used to estimate pilot time delay regression for heading control in 

Table A-IV, because the pilot's vestibular awareness of rolling disturbances 

may reduce his delay in heading control far more than his awareness of yawing 

disturbances. 

The lateral-directioral closures for ILA are shown in Fig. A-IJ through 

A-20. Figure A-13 defines the parallel loops which are closed through 

aileron control. This aileron loop topology requires yaw damping in the 

C-45 approach flight condition because of the low Dutch roll natural fre¬ 

quency (1.76 radians/second) and damping ratio (.O19). Therefore the first 

loop closure (denoted by single prime,’) will be assumed without detailed 

analysis through rudder control to augment Dutch roll damping ratio such 

that Ç'D = Çq by the pilot's low gain closure ay, r -♦ 6r. (Cf. Ref. A-15) 

We shall assume vestibular sensing to insure shorter time delay than the 

very large needle and ball instrument sampling delay of 33.2 sec.* An 

*TS = 66.7 sec; Ta = .34 sec. 

At(TB) 33-2 sec. 
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approximate r -» ôr closure locus is shown in Fig. A-l4. The pilot model 

chosen is 

e“TrS 

where 

Tr = .3 sec. 

The condition £'¡) = Ç(p easily satisfied at low gain without significant 

change in characteristic moduli. 

Figures A-I5 and A-lé show the roll attitude minor loop closure î -* 6a. 

The pilot model chosen is 

YP$ = KP$ e 
T$S 

where 

i/Tj^ = 1.5 rad/sec 

and 

T*) = 1.69 sec 

The closure is an exact analogy of the Cruise closure at reduced bandwidth. 

The pilot phase lead time constant (tj^ = .67 sec) has been chosen to compen¬ 

sate for the large reaction time delay and to give the best compromise between 

roll rate bandwidth and roll spiral bandwidth, both of which are low. 

Figures A-17 and A-I8 show the heading closure \)r -* &a* A greater nilot 

lead time constant (Tlj, = .9 sec) can be used to maintain a semblance of roll 

rate and roll spiral bandwidth with - 1.07 second preparator;- to +he lateral 
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displacement closure, because the Dutch roll is slightly better damped than 

in Cruise. However, the 6db gain margin is dominated by the low bandwidth 

roll rate and roll spiral modes anyway, so that the choice of pilot lead is 

forced. Notice that the roll rate bandwidth has regressed to about one-half 

the rolling gust bandwidth of 1.7 rad/sec. 

Finally Fig. A-19 and A-20 show the y -» ôa closure through the localizer 

deviation cross-pointer (XPT) instrument. The pilot model chosen is 

e'V 

where 

Ty » .89 sec 

The closed loop system bandwidth is about O.5 rad/sec, which matches the 

lateral isotropic turbulence bandwidth in the approach flight condition. 

This marks the lateral approach control as a good one from the standpoint 

of lateral gust suppression and center-line-hold accuracy, at the expense 

of some roll attitude disturbance. This is typical of manual approach con¬ 

trol technique, since a very precise roll attitude loop is not required until 

immediately prior to touchdown when heading control is transferred to rudder. 

Discussion 

Table A-V presents a summary of the closed loop system characteristics. 

In the Cruise columns, the gust bandwidth is presented as a range of values. 

The lower value corresponds to that Cruise flight condition of 5K ft pres¬ 

sure altitude herein analyzed (U0 = 220 ft/sec). The higher value is that 

for Cruise at 12K ft pressure altitude (U0 = J20 ft/sec, according to 

Ref. A-l4). 

First, the following observations are made with respect to gust disturb¬ 

ance suppression. The longitudinal, lateral and directional loops provide 

good control. The system half-power bandwidth is about twice the normal 
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and lateral gust bandwidth except in lateral approach control where band- 

widths are matched. In the lateral case the rolling gust bandwidth exceeds 

the system bandwidth. As was previously pointed out, this means that the 

gyro horizon displays large errors in the region between the system band¬ 

width and the rolling gust bandwidth, which the pilot is prepared to accept 

throughout Cruise and the approach until Just prior to touchdown. Because 

of the integration which occurs in going from bank angle to heading angle, 

the directional gyro is not excited by the rolling gusts. 

Second, instrument sampling rates are compared with loop closure charac¬ 

teristics. Two important loop closure parameters are the gain and phase 

crossover frequencies. For systems whose open loop transfer function has 

a crossover region approximated by 

s 

the phase crossover frequency is approximately equal to 2 times the gain 

crossover frequency when the stability criterion is either 45° of phase 

margin or 6db of gain margin. This fact appears in the date of Table A-V. 

The instrument sampling frequencies vary from 1 to 2 l/2 times the phase 

crossover frequencies and from 2 to 5 times the gain crossover frequencies. 

From a signal reconstruction point of view this result is encouraging because 

it is compatible with the Nyquist sampling theorem and its subsequent generali¬ 

zation (Ref. A-12). 

Finally, instmment sampling frequencies are compared with the system 

bandwidth, 0¾ for reference input i. For systems having a crossover region 

approximated by the function 

s 

figures A-21 and A-22 illustrate three cases of disturbance suppression 

for isotropic turbulence having bandwidth s 0¾ viz., 
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O) % < üfc, or insufficient suppression bandwidth; 

(2) = or matched bandwidth; 

(?) 0¾ < or excessive suppression bandwidth approaching 

diminishing returns. Notice that the pilot can easily 

achieve cases (2) or (5) in Table A-V, since tug < 0¾ in 

all except rolling turbulence wherein we have case (l ). 

Thus the displayed signal bandwidth will be dominated 

by the turbulence bandwidth for both attitude and posi¬ 
tion instruments in cruising flight. 

Figure A-23 illustrates disturbance suppression bandwidth for ILS radio 

"noise-like" disturbances caused by irregularities in the radiation pattern. 

The irregularities enter the loop through the receiver at the error signal 

point and are distinguishable from the desired error signal only by their 

higher frequency content. Reference A-13 reveals average conventional local¬ 

izer noise bandwidths, in the range 1 to 2 radians/second, above lat- 

path control system bandwidth in ILA. (Directional waveguide 

localizers with lower "noise" bandwidth did not exist in 19U9.) Reference 

A-13 reveals nonstationarity in glideslope "noise," because continuous anal¬ 

yses were made from the outer marker to the transmitter and truncation errors 

were feared in analyses of shorter records. However, we have used an average 

waveguide localizer noise bandwidth of O.5 rad/sec as an estimator of the 

glideslope noise bandwidth in Table A-V, since the UHF transmission band at 

about 33O mc/sec tends to improve directivity of the glideslope anyway. 

The three cases of ILS radio disturbance suppression in Fig. A-23 for 

cun £ 0¾ are: 

(1) (¾ < cqj, or underlapped suppression bandwidth; 

(2) c% * Ofc, or matched suppression bandwidth; and 

(3) 0¾ < o^,, or overlapped suppression bandwidth. 

Evidently case (l) or (2) applies to the localizer in Table A-V, because 

the pilot learns to perform spectral filtering on his signal reconstruction 

from the error on the cross-pointer indicator. The net result in the loop 

may approach case (3)* although the instrument error to be sampled by the 

pilot is from case (l) or (2). Evidently case (2) or (3) applies to the 

glideslope in Table A-V. Since the error is not a low pass but rather a 



band pass function, the notion of error bandvidth for sampling and reconstruc¬ 

tion depends on the center frequency and the ançlitude-frequency gradients 

above and below the center frequency. 

Estimates of the half-power glideslope and localizer error bandwidth are 

made in Fig. A-2U. The glideslope "noise" amplitude-frequency gradient is 

unknown. We have assumed a first order gradient, which is typical of direc¬ 

tional localizers in Ref. A-I3. Since the closed loop error transfer func¬ 

tion is not purely high pass but has a suppressed low pass characteristic, 

the resulting closed loop glideslope error exhibits a hybrid low pass-band 

pass property. The overlapped suppression bandwidth is such that the low 

pass character dominates. Thus we have approximated the half-power bandwidth* 

as 3 radians/second, commensurate with the uncertainty in glideslope band¬ 

width. 

®ie localizer closed loop error has a bandpass characteristic. The half- 

power bandwidth is estimated in Fig. A-24 as 2.9 radians/second centered on 

1 radian/second. Results are summarized in Table A-V and several ratios of 

instrument sampling frequency to bandwidth frequency are computed. 

The instrument sampling frequencies vary from more than 1 to over 3 times 

the disturbance error or system bandwidth, depending on which applies in each 

column of Table A-V in bold enclosure. Since the displayed signals form the 

basis for a signal reconstruction hypothesis of piloted control, the result 

remains compatible with the generalized Nyquist sampling theorem. We shall 

use the ratios o^/o^, ¢03/0¾, a%/cup, and in Section II of this working 

paper to establish correlative hypotheses for instrument sampling frequencies. 

A-24 
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